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ABSTRACT
This research addressed objective procedures to analyze data from meteoro-
logical and Space Shuttle observations to validate a three-dimensional model
which describes the transport and chemistry of carbon monoxide and methane in
the troposphere. These efforts will ultimately provide the knowledge needed
to understand the chemical dynamics of these species in the troposphere. There
have been four aspects of this research: (1) Detailed evaluation of the varia-
tional calculus procedure, with the equation of continuity as a strong con-
straint, for adjustment of global tropospheric wind fields; (2) Reduction of
the National Meteorological Center (NMC) Data Tapes for data input to the OSTA-
1/MAPS Experiment; (3) Interpolation of the NMC Data for input to the CH 4-CO
model; and (4) Temporal and spatial interpolation procedures of the CO measure-
ments from the OSTA-1/MAPS Experiment to generate usable contours of the data.
Each of these aspects is discussed in this report.
INTRODUCTION
Combined transport/chemistry models can be employed to analyze the circu-
lation of pollutants from their sources to sinks. Depending on the time scale
of the phenomena involved, these models can be broadly classified into urban,
`	 regional, or global scale. Sulfur dioxide and particulates are examples of
pollutants that are important on urban scales, whereas the SO2-sulfate conver-
sion is representative of a problem of regional importance. Finally, carbon
monoxide is a species that has significant sources and sinks on a global scale.





meteorological and CO observational data for model simulations that would be
compared with CO concentrations obtained from measurements on Space Shuttle
missions. In the future, data from National Meteorological Center tapes and
CO observations from Space Shuttle experiments will be used to generate input
and comparison data for model simulations based on the procedures discussed in
this report.
OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH
The overall objectives of this research can be summarized as follows:
a) Development of suitable spatial and temporal interpolation
and extrapolation procedures to provide representative
approximations of the discrete wind-field data which are
necessary for the model simulations; and
b) Development of representative three-dimensional CO data
from two-dimensional observations, and interpolation of
meteorological data for use in tropospheric species
transport models.
Most of the effort was expended on the first objective which, due to the size
of the system, proved to be an unwieldy problem. Nevertheless, some sugges-
tions relative to the second objective will be made.
DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH
The greatest emphasis during this research has dealt with the velocity
field. This is most important since a mass-conservative wind field is essen-
tial to minimization of systematic numerical errors during integration of
turbulent transport equations. The approaches which have been evaluated in
the past to guarantee conservative wind fields will be briefly discussed. This
actually involves two separate problems: (a) Establishing a conservative wind
field from the observations generally available at 0:00 and 12:00 GMT; and
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(b) Interpolating between these observation periods (wind fields are required
at approximately 1/2-hour intervals for many models) to establish representa-
tive "best wind fields" at intermediate times that are also conservative. The
thrust of our research in these areas will be discussed separately. The pre-
sentation has been divided into the following four sub-areas: (a) Spatial
Adjustment of Data; (b) Temporal Interpolation of Meteorological Parameters;
(c) Decoding the NMC Data Tape; and (d) Temporal and Spatial Interpolation of
CO Data.
Spatiat Acjustment of Data
A wind field that is free of errors and satisfies a particular set of
general relations is a very important input parameter for all kinds of meteoro-
logical models, whether these models are for weather forecasting or for atmos-
pheric transport studies. Unfortunately, such a wind field is not easily
provided. The observed wind field data, as available mainly from rawinsonde
measurements, contain observational errors and small scale effects, and as a
result, do not satisfy general physical relations, say mass conservation or
other diagnostic relations applicable to a particular atmospheric model. Such
a wind field when input to model computations can lead to highly inaccurate
results with initial errors multiplied many fold. In order to overcane this,
it becomes an important and essential task to treat and adjust the observed
wind field data in such a way that the observed data are minimally adjusted.
But at the same time, the adjusted values should satisfy the physical relations
applicable to a particular atmospheric model. For example, a mass consistent
wind field is a must in the transport and diffusion atmospheric model. Thus,
for such models the observed wind fields are adjusted so as to satisfy the
mass conservation condition, i.e., the continuity equation.
Several methods of varying degrees of complexity have been investigated
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to accomplish this mass conservation. The first and simplest is establishing





Thus, from Equation (1) the vertical velocity is immediately calculated taking
w - 0 at z = 0 to initiate the calculation. This procedure has been used with
completed initial simulations (Peters and Jouvanis, 1979 and Carmichael and
Peters, 1981).
This procedure is very simple to use. However, due to errors in the re-
ported observed wind field, the calculated vertical velocity can be more repre-
sentative of "noisy data" than of the actual vertical motions. As a result,
representativeness of the wind field may be sacrificed and not attained by
this simple method. The procedures discussed next recognize that there are
observational errors and make allowarxe for such.
A technique, employed in the past (Endlich, 1967 and Goodlin, 1976) uses a
point iterative method to adjust the observed wind field data so as to satisfy
the desired physical constraints. Goodin et al. (1980) recently used a hybrid
of the point iterative procedure with numerical satisfaction of the continuity
equation.
A seemingly more general and powerful technique is that based on varia-
tional calculus principles. This technique, which was first proposed by
Sasaki (1958), allows the observed wind field data to be changed by a minimum
amount in a least squares sense, while at the same time, adjusted values satis-
fy the imposed physical conditions within numerical approximation errors.
Subsidiary conditi ons that are to be satisfied exactly are termed strong
* All of the development presented in this section will assume constant density
for simplicity. However, analysis using a varying density is an obvious and




constraints, while conditions being imposed approximately are weak constraints.
This technique has been extended to a number of situations with various forms
of constraints. Washington and Duquet (1963) used the technique with the geo-
strophic approxioation while Sasaki (1958) and Stephens (1970) applied the
balance equation as the dynamic constraint. Achtemeier (1975) extended the
technique with a number of constraints such as the momentum, energy, continuity,
and hydrostatic equations. Later work seems to lead to a more complex network
of non-linear equations that must be linearized before solving them. Recently,
Dickerson (1978) and Sherman (1978) used a variational technique to adjust the
observed wind field in the San Francisco Bay area under the strong constraint
of the continuity equation.
Generally, the mathematical formulations of the variational technique may
be described as follows. Let u°, v°, and w° be the observed velocity components
of a wind field, and u, v, and w be the corresponding modified adjusted values.
The difference between the observed and adjusted field may be expressed in a
least squares sense as
a1 2 (u - u°) 2 + a22 (v - v °) 2 + a 32 (w - w°)2	 (2),
where a 1 , a2 , and a3 are weighting functions defined as the reciprocal of twice
the variance of the errors of observations for the respective observed compo-
nents. The simplification of a 1 = a2 has been used in the past on the basis
that the errors in the horizontal components should be comparable. In order to
obtain the modified values, u, v, and w, it is required that the adjustment
over space and time, subject to the satisfaction of the constraint equations,
be a minimum. An adjustment functional, therefore, may be expressed as
1 - I f [a 1 2 (u - u°) 2 + a22 (v - v°) 2 + a32 (w - w°) + yG 1 + XG2) dtdV (3),
V 
T 
where G 1 is a weak constraint which Is introduced into the functional through
the constant y. The strong constraint G, is introduced through the Lagrangian
A.
multiplier X. Equation (3) defines a variational problem in which a minimum
value of the integrand under the given constraints G 1 and G2 is being sought;
Le, the first variation on I must vanish, dl = 0. As a result, the associated
Euler-Lagrange equations along with the so-called natural boundary conditions
being inherited from the va r iational formulation must be satisfied. For ex-
ample, a functional such as given in Equation (3) with the continuity equation
as the only strong constraint and no weak constraint yields the following
associated Euler-Lagrange equations along with natural boundary conditions
(Sasaki, 1958)








W = w° + 1 2 3z(6)
.	 2 a3
au+8v +aw
=0 	 (7)ax By az
The natural boundary conditions are
nxMu = nya6v - nzMw = 0	 (8) ,
where 6u, dv, and 6w are the first variation of velocity components, and nx,
ny , and n  are the outward positive unit normals in the subscripted directions.
From Equations (4) through (7), an expression for a may be obtained as
* Note that a l = a2 has been assumed.
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A	 2 au°	 av°	 aw°
ax + ay + (a 2) az2 = -2a
1 ( ax + ay 
+ az )	 (9)•
3
Equation (9) along with boundary conditions as given in Equation (8) can now be
solved fo- a!x,y,z),which in turn is used in Equations (4), (5), and (6) to
estimate the adjusted values of the velocity components.
The adjustment procedures under the continuity condition as a strong con-
straint, as described above, lead to working equations which are in principle
easy to apply. These procedures with Equations (3) through (8) have been
evaluated for small regions, such as the San Francisco Bay area, by Dickerson
(1978) and Sherman (1978). For the global wind field adjustment problem, the
validity of these procedures has yet to be completely evaluated. On the global
scale, it may be required that the wind field not only satisfy the continuity
relation but also retain other observed kinematic properties. One of the im-
portant kinematic properties of the wind is its vorticity. In such cases
another constraint defining vorticity of the wind may be introduced into Equa-
tion (3) through a second Lagrange multiplier a 2 . Consider that it is required
to retain only the vertical component of vorticity, CZ, estimated from the
observed velocity components. Then the second constraint may be expressed as
av	 au a ,	 av° _ au 	 or	 a (v-v°) - a (u-u°) = 0	 (10) .
ax - ay Cz 	 ax	 ay	 ax	 BY
The functional as defined by Equation (3) with the continuity equation and
vorticity, Equation (10), as strong constraints leads to the following Euler-
Lagrange equations
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W = w° +
	
1	 aat
2 az	 (13) ,2 a3
Tx_ 3Y 3z
ax	 ay
with natural boundary conditions
nxa l Su - ny 26u = 0	 ('6),
nxa26v + nyX 1 6v = 0	 (17),
nZX1 6w = 0	 (18).
x1 and a2 are the Lagrange multipliers for the continuity and vorticity con-
straints, respectively, and the following equations for a l and A2 may be ob-
tained from Equations (11) through (15)•
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ax + a 2 + (a 2) az2 -2a1 (Tx-  + -





•	 2 +	 = 0	 (20) .
ax	 ay
2
Equations (19) and (20) along with the boundary conditions (Equations 16 - 18)
can be solved for a1 and a2 which can in turn be substituted in Equations (11)
to (13) to estimate the adjusted values of the velocity components.
This variational formulation is applicable to those cases in which only
the observed vertical component of the vorticity is to be retained. Similarly,
cases constraining all three components of vorticity may be formulated. Such
a formulation not only leads to more complicated equations which are more diffi-
cult to solve, but it also involves vorticity terms which require observed
values of the vertical velocity. In practive, the vertical velocities are
i	
rarely measured at meteorological stations. Therefore, it leads to considerable
uncertainty and difficulty in calculating the observed x- and y-direction vor-
ticities.
Any or all of the fundamental equations describing the state of the atmo-
sphere could be used as constraints in a variational sense. However, only
Achtemeier (1972) has attempted to treat the observed data so they satisfy
the complete set of equations comprising the mathematical model fnr the atmo-
sphere, and he did that based on the variational method. This is probably the
best approach in treating the limited experimental data obtained every twelve
hours, and if applied, it would yield sets of "data" which, In terms of the
mathematical model used, consistently describe the state of the atmosphere at
discrete points in time.
To summarize, the four procedures represented by (a) Equation (1) alone;
(b) Equations (4) through (9); (c) Equations (11) through (20); and (d) the
completely constrained formulation represent a comprehensive analysis of global
wind field adjustment procedures. Only Procedure (b) has been studied in this
research. The computer program to solve that set of equations is presented in
the Appendix. ;The program is written in SL/1 for use on the NASA LaRC STAR
computer.
Temporal Interpolation of Meteorological Parameters
The preceding analyses deal with the meteorological configuration based
on observations at a specific time. Generally, observations are only available
every 12 hours while data describing the state of the atmosphere may be re-
quired at the intermediate time periods. As mentioned previously, transport
modeling efforts frequently require such information at 30 minute intervals.
In this section, a procedure to achieve this will be described. It is an ex-
tension of the mass-consistent wind field methodology presented in the previous
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section. (These temporal interpolation studies may also be applicable to the
data reduction procedure for the MAPS instrument which requires the temperature
(to within 2°Iv and water vapor profiles to determine the CO concentration.
Again, since the data are only available at 12-hour intervals, the projection
of these meteorological variables at the intermediate times at locations under
the Space Shuttle track are required. The procedure that is suggested could
also be applied to those requirements.)
The variational formulation for spatial adjustment is applicable to the
observed data available at one time level. However, a similar formulation may
be extended to any time level, and interpolation of data between two time
levels may be obtained in such a way that the interpolated data satisfy the
given constraint(s). Consider that observed values of wind field data are given
	
for time levels t o and 
to+1 	 It is required to estimate interpolated values
at time t where to < 
t 
< to+1' If linear interpolation between time levels is













u - u 	
and	 U* = u





with simi'.ar definitions for V and W. It can be shown that a simple transfor-
mation on the velocity components can reduce Equation (21) to a functional si-
milar to that of Equation (3) from which Euler-Lagrange equations and boundary
conditions are obtained which adjust the interpolated wind field so that the
continuity equation is automatically satisfied. Thus, the wind field proceeds
smoothly from the configuration at t o to that at to+1' Equation (21) and the
r- " I
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associated conditions apply to linear temporal interpolation, but non-linear
Interpolation schemes are readily handled. Finally, the additional constraint
of vorticity can also be incorporated.
Decoding the NMC Data Tape
The National Meteorological Center Data tape includes considerable data
that are not necessary for interpretation of the OSTA-1/MAPS experimental data.
In addition, separate tapes are used for the Soutern and Northerm Hemispheres
and these data must be merged. Finally, the data must be decoded for use by
the MAPS Science Team. A substantial effort was expended in this phase of the
project.
Weather data tapes produced by the National Meteorological Center have
been coded in a binary format not easily utilized by most computer programming
languages. For this reason, a preliminary procedure must be performed on the 	 i
w
data, to transform It into a standard EBCDIC format. (See the Appendix for a
description of the data on the NMC tape.) DECODE is a PL/1 program which con-
verts the NMC binary data to their EBCDIC equivalents. The tape format is also
modified so that only certain desired fields are processed and retained. A
program listing of DECODE is also contained in the Appendix and has been de-
signed for use on the IBM 370 at the University of Kentucky.
DECODE works by manipulating PL/1 data structures. Data are read into a
structure of bit strings. Then, using a subroutine, the binary data are con-
verted, first to fixed binary numbers, then to EBCDIC characters for output to
tape. Conversions are done based on the equations given in Office Notes 84 and
184 f mn the National Aeteorological renter (see the Appendix for copies of
i
these). A selection is made so that only the desired data are processed. All
Included data are of type 8. Data are included for the following conditions:
1. Q - 1, height with respect to mean sea level geopoterzial
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(at 12 levels),
2. Q a 16, atmospheric temperature in degrees Kelvin (12
levels),
3. Q - 48, u-component of wind (12 levels),
4. Q - 49, v-component of wind (12 levels), and
5. Q - 88, relative humidity (6 levels).
A sort is then done to sequence the data in the proper order for merging
into longer records. The input records contain all the data for 5,365 points
on a southern or northern hemispheric grid of 145 x 37. Two input records are
required to store all 10,730 o f the global values for each time period of a
two time-period day, with 15 days making up a complete tape. Alternate data
values have been omitted, leaving 2 grids of 73 x 19, which corresponds to a
5 0 x 5° gridding. The output records contain data for 2,174 global points in
a west to east, south pole to north pole order, with the sort field values in-
cluded for identification purposes. In this manner, selected data from a full
time period can be contained In a single record. Data fields (and their for-
mats) included In the output records are
DATA-TYPE F04)	 type of surface;
Cl	 F04) 	 value of surface levels;
Y	 F(14)	 year;
M	 F04) 	 month;
0	 F(14)	 day;
I	 F(14)	 Lime period;
DATA(1:31) F(9)	 data values from the southern grid; and
DAT2 0 381) F(9)	 data values from the northern grid.
The records are sorted by year, month, day, time period, type of surface, and
value or surface levels in descending order. The type of data Is sorted in the
following order: 48, 49, 1, 16, 88.
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DECODE has been designed for maximum ease of utility by the end-user.
Only one modification must be made prior to submission of the job with a new
tape. JCL cards describing the input and output datasets must be prepared for
each run of the program. Input (the NMC tape) is defined as SYSUTI, illus-
trated by the following example:
//SYSUTI DD UNIT = 3400-5, VOL = SER = tape-number, DISP - (OLD,PASS),
DSN = name.of.dataset.on.tape,LABEL = (file-number,SL)
Output records may be sent to either disk or tape. However, the JCL for
tape is simpler to prepare since the output records are longer than a track
and therefore would require VBS records on disk. Be sure to specify a large
enough SPACE parameter when using disk. A sample JCL definition for output
on tape follows.
//GO.TAPE DD UNIT'= 3400-5, VOL = SER = tape-number, DISP = (,PASS),
DCB = (RECFM = F,LRECL	 25050,BLKSIZE = 25050).,
!!	 DSN = name.of.dataset.on.tape,LABEL = (file-number,SL)
Based on partial tape runs done on the University of Kentucky Computing
Center's IBM 3701165 Model II computer running OS/MVT, a projected cost esti-
mate may be made with some degree of accuracy. Since a load module will be
used for the production runs, compilation costs for this projection can be
ignored. Processing only the 2 time periods of the first day took 55 CPU-
seconds of which 3 seconds can be attributed to compile time. Using the re-
maining 52 seconds of execution time, the approximate cost is $7.52 for de-
coding the first day. This is based on a $525 per hour charge (the discounted
rate for deferred priority). Multiplying by the 15 days on each tape makes
each tape cost about $113 to decode. It should be understood that this is only





the time the Job is run. Other computer installations use different charging
algorithms, so costs will vary even more if run on a different machine.
Interpolation of t1w NMC Data for OSTA-11MAPS
The NMC data as decoded provide horizontal winds, temperature, and dew
point, all at the pressure levels of 1000, 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150,
100, 70, and 50 mb. An interpolation scheme was developed to represent these
data in an alternate form. This scheme provides interpolated values for a
5° Longitude x 5° Latitude grid and a non-dimensional vertical coordinate
which has p - 0 at the surface and p - 1 at the tropopause. The data are
provided at p - 0, 0.0333, 0.0666, 0.10, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60. 0.80, and 1.0. This
gridding provides a finer structure within the planetary boundary layer.
With the data unpacked from the NMC tapes consistent with the requirements,
the data can then be interpolated for a geometric gridding. The mixing layer
depth will also be calculated at each grid point and will use the 1-dimensional
planetary boundary layer model of Yamada and Mellor (1975). Those researchers
have provided a version of their program which is being modified for the pre-
sent purposes.
Temporal =2' Spatial IrtailWation of eU Data
The CO measurements from the OSTA-1/MAPS experiment on board the second
Space Shuttle flight will correspond to mid-troposphere concentrations below
the orbit path. These data will be from 38°S Latitude to 38°N Latitude and
represent variations in both space and time. Thus, it is necessary to inter-
polate the concentration-time-position data at the desired times. The following
treatment would accomplish this. i
1) Transform the individual 1-second signals to correspond to





2) The information from Item (1) represents a concentration
at some time t k , and some position rj . The position 13,
of course, expressible in terms of latitude and longitude.
r
3) In order to construct an entire concentration field at
some time t n , interpolation in both space and time is
required using as much of the data as seems reasonable.
Define the following.
cj
 = Concentration at time t o and position ri
fjj = Weighting factor for temporal and spatial
interpolation scheme
r ij	 Distance between positions r i and ^j
t kn ' t 	 `n
q = Total number of locations which are considered
to influence interpolated value
s = Total number of time intervals which are con-
sidered to Influence the interpolated value.
,, For the present case, s a q.




cn w E	 E fi ck	 (23).1	 knI j=1	 ^ j
if one considers all of the data, this could be simplified to
ci = E fi cj(24).J:l
j
4) Now the crucial question is, What should be used for fij?
There are a few papers on this topic for aerometric data,
and one scheme used is an inverse square dependence for
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spatial interpolation. Nobody has apparently reported both
spatial and temporal interpolation. Nevertheless, one plan




k _	 r ij	 tkn
f Ij	 q	 -2 s	 -2
jZ rij kEl tkn
In this manner, f ij  is of course normalized, Other weighting
schemes could be tried.
5) The procedure in Items (1) - (4) provides interpolated values
over a 10.37 nautical mile region. Since that is too much
data to handle reasonably, these values could be averaged over
V x 1°, 2.5° x 2.5% or 5° x 5° longitude-latitude intervals.
Then these data could be presented in digitized form as well
as contours. Contours will be most helpful to see large
scale plumes.
This procedure is easily coded, and the weighting function could be varied
to evaluate its effect. Furthermore, several times could be done at once, and
q




The procedures discussed in this final report will be used to assist in
the analysis and interpretation of the CO observations obtained from the OSTA-
1
1/MAPS Experiment which will be aboard the second Space Shuttle flight
scheduled for November, 1981. Specifically, DECODE will be used to provide
meteorological data from the NMC data tapes in a format useable by the MAPS







for the flight period in either a pressure coordinate or a dimensionless
terrain/tropopause following coordinate. In addition, an interpolation pro-
cedure for the OSTA-1/MAPS CO observation data has been proposed that includes
a spatial and temporal weighting function.
A considerable effort has been expended on objective analysis procedures
to establish global mass-conservative wind fields from the NMC data. The
variational calculus procedure with the equation of continuity as a strong
constraint has been coded and is in the final stages of evaluation. Novel ad-
justment procedures which incorporate vorticity preservation as an additional
strong constraint and temporal interpolation during adjustment have also been
presented. However, these procedures have not been evaluated. Research is
continuing in this overall area of wind field adjustment techniques (Kitada
et al., 1981).
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Each NWS data field is prefixed with a 384-bit label. The first 192
bits contain values which indicate the quantity, the surface or layer, and
4 t	 the time of the data being labeled. The next 64 bits contain the initial
time, the number of data points, and generating code information. The re-
maining bits hold, among other things, scale factors partinent to packed data.	 I
Appendix C shows each entry and its location within the label.
All data fields can be thought of as some quantity, A on a horizontal
or quasi-horizontal surface S at some level of value L. If the quantity Q
is by its nature, a laycr-defined quantity, the limits of the layer are
given by Sat L • and §2 at Lam.. ' Code figure for Q and S are both given in
Table 1.
The numerical value of the level T, for the corresponding surface S is
composed of two numbers: an integer 
.
2 and a power of ten with the exponent
E such that
L = C x 10E,
'°.	 Both C and E are signed integers (sign and magnitude). The space allocated
for C in the identifier is 20 bits which is large enough to accomodate the
binary equivalent of any 5-digit decimal integer. The convention which must.
he followed in order to provide a unique bit configuration for .any- given
level is as follows:
(a) 'C must be a 5-did t decimal integer who::e leading digit
(the highest order digit) must be nonzero, unless L is
zero,
Once C is determined, the value of the exponent E naturally follown such
that the resulting L will have its true value in the standard units given in
^.	 Table 1. For example, if L is 500 mb
C = 50000
•	 E a -2
50000 x 10-2 500.00




70000 x 10-5 = .70000
Appendix B contains the hexadecimal, equivalents of coamoaly used values of C.
Table la gives the values for the marker N which is used
for identifying different spectrcl quantities.
Table 2 Eivt:s the values for the i.arker t which is used
for identVying fields involving: time and explains how F1
and F2 are to be used for eaeli value of t.
July 1973
t•*F+-s+" ...A'rllMl.'Yi11^4 +• rt+	 `-'vMl^•_'`'"ri/+-...: n+!•r^ :w'•1-^.^ 	,..	 ^iK^3^
t	 .b
.i
Tab_ le 3 gives the values for the marker m which is used for
•	 identif,.•n3 fields involving layers.
Table k gives value to be used for the marker X. .In
`
	
	 general, this marker will be nonzero only for fields in
a guoss file.
Table 4a gives the values for the markers CM and CD which
EMW
identify climatological data.,
Table 5 gives the values for the marked K which identifies
the grid to which these data apply.
Table 5a gives the values for the markers KS which iifdi-
cates if the grid was derived from spectral or other
special methods.
The initial hour I of the forecast (or the observation time on'which
the analysis is based) is entered in accordance with the 24 hour clock GMT
to the nearest hours. For example: I - CO for midnight GMT and I = 12 for
noon GAIT. Y is the year within the century. For examplep for the year 1973,
Y•- 73. M is the month of the year, and D is the day of the month.
Table 6 gives the values for the marker R which identifies
the run within the cycle.
'	 Table 7 gives the values for th:• marker G assigned to the.
program which generated the field.
Each datum point value S on a surface S (Qs) is scaled according
to the equation .
^	 t
Qs ° ( Qs - A)/2n .	 1.
Qs must be in jhe standard units given in Table 1.
The proceduke followed for scaling is to scan the data to find the
m mum and minimum values of Qs. The value of A_ is set equal to [(Qs) max.
+ NO sin.]/2. An integer n is then chosen nsuch that 2n is the smallest value
whidlsatisfies the condition ([(Qs) max-A]/2 )<1. This procedure allows max-




PranThe mid- ge value A is laced in the identifiers as a IB14 360 • rehl,.	
number, i.e., 8-bit sign and exponent and 24-bit fraction. The scaling value
n is inserted as an IBM 360 half-word integer, i.e., 16 bit integer, 2's
complement if negative.
A
The scaled quantity Qs, an unnormalized fraction, is packed into 16 bits
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Procedures for Creating or Unpacking FGGE Level III





This is an unreviewed manuscript, primarily
•	 intended for informal exchange of information




The documentation for FGGE Level III formats is described in Appendix 11,
FGGE International Data Management Plan, "Format for the International





This note describes the basic steps needed for creating or unpacking Level
III data sets with the use of attached subroutine listings. These sub-
routines were written for use on IBM 360 machines that have 32-bit Words.
Some modifications may be necessary to utilize these routines on other
machines.
Level ill Tape F l-les
File 1	 — TEST file
File 2•	 — TAPE HEADER file	 f
Pile 3
	
— GRID DESCRIPTOR file
:`.	 Files 4-n — LEVEL III DATA file(s)	
^QOt -4:!A-
To Create Level III Magnetic Tape
.j	 The basic sequence of events in a computer program should be as follows,
assuming that the required analysis fields are available in an analysis
file and are ready for processing:
A. Write the required TEST file on output tape (File 1).
B. Screen available analyses to determine first and last dates to be
processed and written on the output tape. Prepare the documenta-













and write it on the output tape (See era.'nple, Attachment 1).
/M+^tDM•W.:'^'Xhc`:^/."Pam f ys.l:ar V:^:i' •AAA°• .v^n . '1 v' .. . ^. -..	 . •	 •.• ..	 .. i. ,	 . •^•
C. Describe the grid(s) used for the Level III data (See example, 	 vi
r;
KLY Attachment 1). Write GRID DESCRIPTOR file on output tape.
ff•D. Select an analysis field from the analysis file, prepare the
necessary unique identification words ( see subroutine W3FI32,
Attachment 2), scale and pack the data (see subroutine W3AI00,
i
Attachment 3), and write the packed field in a LEVEL III DATA
file on the output tape.
L'. Repeat A above for other fields for the given date/time.	 ^w
F. Write an end-of-file tape mark on the output tape.	 ~'
G. Repeat steps D, E, and F above for any remaining date/times.
H. Terminate the output tape with at least two (2) consecutive
end-o£-file tape marks.




The format required to read FGGE Level III data sets is written in clear
text In the second file (TAPE HEADER) of each tape. The third file
1	 each tape will contain information concerning the arrangement of the data
^.	 for the grid(s) used in the DATA file(s) that start with the fourth file.
A. Read a record from selected DATA file.
B. Determine if you desire to process and unpack the record.
Subroutine W3FI33 (Attachment 4) could be used to convert the
first 256 bits of the record identification to indi•;idual field
idP-itifiers.
C. If the field is desired, t'. a packed data (beginni.•1g at bit 385)
can be unpacked and rescaled with the use of subroutine W3AI01
(see Attachment 5). If not desired, repeat A and B above.
1;7-
-84-
P A sample FORTRAN program to locate and unpack N. Hemisphere 700 mb heights, N
^	 -
and to p rint out some values over the United States, is given in Attacknent
6.	 Descriptions of built-in and intrinsic functions used in the various















L"QQ.TIZ -- TAPE F.FADFR FILE
FGGE 3AO031780102007801082.2
10780
	 FIXED LENGTH RECORDS (BLOCKSIZE - RECORD SIZE)
	 1"-
20A4	 USE ( 1o0(--7A4) ) FOR FULL RECORD







IBM 360/195,	 32 BITS/WORD, 8 BITS/BYTE.	 rf
NATIO11AL METEOROLOGICAL CE]nER, NWS, NOM, WASHINGTON, D.C., USA
( 100(27,14) )
HOUGH FUNCTION ANALYSIS IrTHOD, GLOBAL 	 (FLATTERY)
FIRST GUESS COEFFICIENTS DERIVED FROM A 9-LAYER PRIMITIVE EQUATION
FOFECAST MODEL ON A 2.5 X 2.5 IATITUDE/LONGITUDE GRID.
100.Q ^42640000) JMXADECIt AL	 FLOITIP;G POINT REPRESENTATION




ANALYSIS FIELDS Y.OR*SALLY PROVIDED:
12 LEVELS OF U- and V-WIITD COMPONENTS, TEZ`SPEFATURES, AND HEIGHTS
(AT 1000, 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, AIM 50 FX);
6 LEVELS OF RELATIVE WeUDITIES (AT 1000, 850, 700, Soo, 400, AND 3o0 MB);
TP,OPOPAUSE PRESSURE AIM T%I-TERATURE (MODELED) ; SNOW FIELD;
SEA SUIRFACE TEbTZRATURE (FROM SATELLITE DATA) ; SEA LEVEL PRESSURE.






END OF	 i .. J 0000. C . 0 . 9 6 .. 0 ......... .




GRIDLIMES a 037, DELTAJ a 2.50, FIRSTPT-(O.00N, O.00E)
J^-Ul, NT.145, DELHI - 2.50





J^;ALL, NI =,14 5 ,
... EIM OF TEX
REC=IGLE
DE=J- 2.50, FIRSTPT= ( c-o .oOS, 0 .QOE)
DELTA a 2.50
T	 .. 9 . 9 9 .......... 9 ... • 9....9..9... • .
•	 -0000. ^•,,,
	









K	 -=	 Pack ID	 OYO
.^ ..	 (Modified for FGGE Level III)





To convert an array of the 27 data field identifiers into an array of the
first 8 identification words. (See Appendix 11, FGGE International Data
I	 Management Plan, "Format for the International Exchange of Level III Data
Sets During the FGGE."
USAGE:
Call Lie Statem- ent
f( 	CALL W3FI32(KARRAY,PKDNT)
where,
KARRAY a array containing the 27 data field identifiers
(IIITEGER*4 )'. .
PFDNT - array to receive the 8 identification words.
NOTE 1	 -
(a) If any number n in (KARRAY(I),I-1,27) is erroneously large,
W3FI32 will print:
'VALUE IN KARRAY(I) =n ID TOO LARGE TO PACK'
(b) If any number n in KARRAY(I) is erroneously negative,
W3FI32 will print:
'VALUE IN KARRAY(I)=n SHOULD NOT BE NEGATIVE'
(e) If either (a) or (b) occurs, that portion of the packed
word corresponding to KARRAY(I) will be set to binary
ones.
Ex-mD 1 es
1. Suppose KARRAY(4) = 30. Then W3FI22 will print 'VALUE IN KAR.RAY(4)=30
IS TOO LARGE TO PACK' and will place ones in the first 4 bits of
PKD'NT(2) .
2. To form P1OJ: —,1 from the 27 data field identifers for 500 mb height frcm
F',UUTL, (limited-area fine mesh analysis file) dated OOZ March 15, 1974,




KARRAY IDENTIFIER KARRAY IDEN"fIFIER KARRAY	 IDENTIFIER
i	 ` •.a.^ (1)-1 Q (10) - 0 F2 (19) -0 Unused
(2)-8 S (11)-0 N (20)-1523 NW(3)-0 Fl (12)-0 c (21)-74 ii
.(4)-0 tl ( 13)-0 E2 ( 22)-3 MM
(5)-50000 (14)-0 cD (23)-15 YY(6),2. E (15)-0 cM (24)=0 GG(7)-0 m (16) -0 KS (25)-0 Rf,	 (8)-0 % (17)-5 R (26)19 G(9)-0 S2 ( 18)-0 Unused (27)-3021 J
Then the resulting PKDNT array would be as follows ( in hexadecimal):
PKD1 00100800 (5) 00000005
(2) 00035C82 (6)	 000005F3
(3) 00000000 (7) 4AO30F00






WF I32' 	 II	 33 3322	 ^rI	
t
: C	 SUBROUTINE k3FI32 NACKS A OATADFItLD IDENTIFIERS.
* ^	 IMENSIION KIDNT(8)•IiTABLE(27)9IARRAY(L7)
BArA ITABLE/ZQ064UC01•ZQ0080001 . ZO0 000 I 01•ZOO1CO402,2p 1081402•
1ZO11000802•ZOpo1C 403.2001140803,Z00080CU.i.ZOOOU ti U 3 ,Z0 U1CU4049
„.,	 2ZO10ti14U4,ZO1?00804•ZOO 89805,ZU0100BUS,Z000908o5•Z00000805•
;.	 3ZOU CU4069ZO OOCUb,Z0000110069ZU018U8o79ZOOloO8O79Z000808019
4 OUO 0807	 1H080b 7 U0100808 7UOOOl0U13/I-	 0	 •1-0 0	 •	 •
DATA KX/ZFFFFFFFF/
C►ATA MASK/ZOoOOOoFF/















IF(I4.NE.0) GO TO 1
1•JR'TE (6 22) I IV







^..,,	 ISIGN=SHFTH ( ISIGN• l'
IV=LOR(IV•ISIGN)
12 CQryTNuE
C	 IF( SHFTR(IV912)oEQ .0)GO TO 100
WRITE(6921)I9IV


















SCALE AND CONVERT A FIELD OF REAL 04 DATA TO HALF-WORQ INTEGERS AND





ARPAY OF REAL 04 DATA TO 8E PACKED.
-C	 PACK	 OUTPUT ARRAY. WORDS 1-6 COPY LABEL WORQ5 1-89 WORCS
.0	 9-12 ARE GENERATED9 WURCIS 1391 4 9 6 * 0 ARE PACKED DATA.
=IIL	
- 
0-1)/2 FU^hWORDSv WHERE	 IS NUMUER OF POINTS,
LA13EL
	
NPOWLAVEL DATA. WO	 8w BITS 16-!3 y o MUST CONTAIN THE
C	 COUNT OF THE NUM8ER OF POINTS IN ARRAY REAL4 FUR THIS
C	 ROUTINE TO WORK*
C
C GENERATED DATA TO BE FOUND IN PACK,...*
C IWORD 9 BITS 0-15: NUMBER OF BYTES IN VROLF RECORD,
C	 BITS 16-31: EACLUSIVE-OR CHLCKSUA 0 - %7 H OLE RECORD (EACEPT
C	 CHECKSUM ITSELF)* BY HALF%1URDS*
:C WORD 10 BITS 0-31: REAL*4 CENTERING VALUE A = THE MEAN OF THE VAX
C	 AND MIN VALUES OF ARj.qAY REAL4,
C WORD 11 BJT	 :23: jER
C	 8 T S 2 04 31: NT?GER*2 SHIFT VALUE N^ ,THE LEAST INTEGER SUCH'
^c	 THAT ABS(X-A)/2 0 *N IS L 5 THAN I FOR ALL X IN
c	 ARRAY REAL4, N IF -NEGATIVE IS IN 2 1 S COMPLEmENT
C	 FOR144 VALUE OF IN WJLL NOT EXCEEO 127.
C WORD 12 BITS 0-31: ZERO
-C 14URD I J BITS 0-15.' FIRST PACKED DATUM
C	 BITS 16-31: SECOND PACKED DATUM
WORD 14 BITS 0-15: THIRD PACKED DATUM
THE RiNARY POINTi OF THE PACKED DATA IS =NSIDERED TO BE TO THE-RIGHT
.01 rl^.' TUC 1	 no Cln&l QTT	 nATA Irr, T-N 2ss Cn^jm vN i: NT FONH IF
C NEGATIVE, IF PA CK IS EQUIVALENCEO TO AN LNTEGER*2 AIJRAY HLF9 Tt-.'E
C DATA MAY BE RECONSTRUCIEU AS FOLIOWS:
REAL4(j) = HLF(J+24)*2,**(N-15) * A




TRANSFER LA13EL DATA TO wORDS 1-6..- GET-W1000UNT9 COMPUTE BYTESo
00 10 VF1916


































IF (TBIT(IX•9))	 GO TO	 30
' IF (T©IT(IX•10))	 GO TO 30
30 N = MAX0(- 127•MINO(127,N))
PACK(19) = IA(1)
PACK(20) = IA(2)
PALK (21) = 0
PACK(22) = N
PACK (23) = 0
PACK(24) = 0
C
•C NOW PACK UP THE DATA
C





32747)) GO TO 40
K = MINO(327679K)
GO TO 50
5p	 PACK(I?24) a K
-6 41	 CONTINUE -


















(Modified for FGCE Level III)





To convert an array of the first 8-identification words into an array of
27 data field identifiers. (See Appendix 11, FGGE International Data
Management Plan, "Format for the International Exchange of Level III Data




PKDNT	 array containing the 8 identification words.
1 ,'	 KARRAY	 array to receive the 27 data field identifiers (INTEGER*4).
!	 Example
-Suppose the 8 identification words for 500 mb height from FMANL






(2) 00035032	 (6) 000005F3
(3) 00000000	 (7) 4AO30FOO
(4) 00000000	 (8)..00130BCD
Then the resulting KARRAY array would be as follows:
P.ARRAY IDM;TIFIER KARRAY IDENTIFIER KARRAY IDEN-rIFIF-R
(1)=1 Q	 - 00)-0 F2 (19)=0 Unused
(2)=8 S1 (11)=0 N (20)=1523 NW
(3)-0 F (12)=0 C (21)=74 ii





YY(5) = 50000 C1 (14)-0 (23)
(6)--2 E1 (15)-0 CM (24)-0 GG
(7)-0 m (16)-0 Ks (25)-0 R
G) = 0 % (17)-5 R (26)=19 G
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DIMENSION LARRAY(27) IONT(8),ITABLE(27) J(6) JS(6)	 '•
^
"`._	 C	 SOOROUT INE N3FI33 UU ACKS THE 8 IUENT IFICAT I6N KURDS INTO AN ARRAY,'.




















TO SEE IS THE NU?AdER IS MINUS
IF(14.E0.0) GO TO 50	 -
IB =LARRAY(I)	 _
pI USHFTL (I , I )30 M=l
30 YC =5HFTR(lC 4)
IF(IC.EU , O) GO TO 50
C	 ABS. VALUE,THEN MINNUS•











=^	 C UNPACK AND FLOAT A FIELD OF PACKED DATA IN FGGE LEVEL III DATA
C	 FORMAT ACCORDING TO SPECIFICATIONS IN THE ID 'WORDS OF THE
C PACKED DATA. ALSO MOVE THE ID WORDS TO A LABEL ARRAY.
CALL W3AI0l(PACK•REAL49LABEL)
C WHERE PACK = ARRAY O F ID WORDS AND PACKED DATA TO BE UNPACKEDA
C	
REAL4 = REAL 94 ARRAY TO RECEIVE THE UNPACKED DATA tih ICH WILL
DEDE —SC ALED ACCORDING TO ID SPECIFICATIONS.
LABEL = A 12-WURU ARRAY INTO hHICH THE' IU WUROS WILL BE COPIED.
C PACK MUST CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING FIELDS.....
'C FIORD 8 BITS 16-31: NUMBER OF DATA POINTS J.
'C WORD 9 BITS 16-31: EXCLUSIVE —OR CHECKSUM OF REST OF ARRAY BY
C	 HALFV40RDSo THUS CHECKSUM.UF ENTIRE ARRAY SHOULD
C WORD 10 BITS 0-31: BRE A LLEn 4
9
DATA OFFSET VALUE A.
C WORD 11 BITS 16-31: INTEGER 92 SHIFT VALUE No IN 2 0 S COMPLEMENT FORM
C	 IF NEGATIVE,
C WORD 13 BITS 0-15: DATUM 1
C	 BITS 16-31: DATUM 2C WORD 14 BITSET	—0 15: DATUM 3
C THERE WILL BE 12+(J+1) 12 FULLWORDS IN ARRAY.PACK• ANQ J FULL ►IOROS IN
.0 ARRAY REAL4.
•C
FAEE	 ((11	 ; ^• a
OU^VAL
aG
ENC ABA^^,(iPACK(1) 9IA(2)	 ^.•.,
C TRANSFER ID WORDS TO LABEL. i
DO 10 I=1.24
LABEL(l) = PACK(l)	 r :: •'
C 10	 CO N TINUE	
f•




IA 2) = PACK(20)
N = PACK (2?_ )
	 S
TWUN_ = .2.u9 (N-15)
CUNPACKS CONVERT REAL 94 DATA
DO 20 IM=19J
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IV LAND (a, b)
where.a,b may be a 1-, 2-, or 4-byte logical integer expression.
The value of LAND is obtained by &ND-ing the individual bits of the
arguments. The resulting value, IV, will be considered to be logical*4,
but may be used as an integer.
IV - LOR (a, b)
where a, b may be a 1-, 2-, or 4-byte logical or integer expression.
The value of LOR is obtained by OR-ing the individual bits of the arguments.
The resulting value, IV, will be considered to be logical*4, but may be
i
used as an integer.
IV MOR (a, b)
where a, b may be a 1-, 2-, or 4-byte logical or integer expression.`
The value of LXOR is obtained by exclusive OR-ing the individual bits of
the arguments. The resulting value, IV, will be considered to be logical*4,
but may be used as an integer.
IV - SRFTL (J, K)
TV - S&FTR (J, R)
where J is a 4-byte variable,
K '_s the actual number of bits tc be slifted.
The values of SUTL and SiiFTR are obtained !^y shifting the first
argunc-it, J, left or right, respectively, the nu=?er of bits specif led
by the second argument, K. The resulting value, ZV, will be considered




0 r	 /t •	 .
1-97-	 .
IV TBIT (A, R)
^-	 where A is a variable, 4-bytes o r less,
l
^	 R is the number assigned to the bit to be tested
The value of TBIT is .TR.E. or .FALSE. depending whether bit position
R of the variable A is 017 or OFF (ON-1, OFF-O). Bit 0 is the leftmost bit







AMAXI - Maximum, Real
A=A=1(X1IX21 ... ,Xn)
where A and X are real *4
ALUM - Minimum, Real
A=AMIN1(X11X2,­ ,Xn)
where A and X are Real *4
MAXO - Maximum, Integer
UMAXO(M1, M2, ... ,Mn)
where L and M are Integer *4
MIND - Minimum, Integer
L=MINO(Ml2 M2" "'Mn)
where L and M and Integer *4
LABS - Absolute Value, Integer
L - IABS (M)
where L and M are Integer *4
SIGN -
Y-SIGN(Xl1X2)
where X and Y are Real *4
Y- (sign of X2 ) . f X11
A7 - 2 r.
1
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	 /+ '10 11'!PACK NASA WFATIIER TAPE.
PRrc;:1) 1 1R E
(. ' I T I0N:; ("A 1 %I)
hro.Iram re1uires no sp-,cia1 control cautls to decotle
A l FG31, levol 1 1 1 data hackod on a vatLma I "Ietpor:11OliCal
t'cnt, , r wo.ithcr
	 Prul:cr JCL car,I:, nest be included,
tiou , ver. tiYStl'f1 an 	 SYS11T2 art , the D1)namrs for the inhlut
,111.1 Outl'ut 13ta :,ots r-:;pectivoly. If 0111y a Evart of the
data is ,ltsict , tt,some program modification will he necessary.
I -- ! , a: ;ic cotivor , ;ion sul t routlnt`:^ may romain unchan,lt-A.
:, - th l, writ ouh, tl`;P11':^I NG	 t::^ LEVEL Ili D.ATAS!'T; IN




/+ :;TI ICTUR£ MR. INPUT p rCnitDS +/
/+ PF.CrTVX'S I;INA'tY D1( -.ITS FOR	 +/
/+ CONVIMS l oN ro DECIIAL	 +/
a-
DCL 01 ?.:CIN ALI„NEN
10 ')A'TA	 TYPF n 1 T ( 1.')
I 'l Ty""
-
." 1 111T ( 12)
10 T1`1 V 1 11T'r(11)
10 r1 BTTi'^)
10 F:1 P1;(1),
1J ".A^KrR2 111 T ( y ) ,
10 \'111t K^;R 1; 17
lil TYnc ti t )tI'1'	 (	 1^)	
.
10 TT'iF2 ItI'r('1)
10 11ARKER3 3I T
10 G:; 16N2 111 T ( 1)
RTT(/),
10 C''1 111 T (8)
10 1r(i1) r





Ill P 111 " (8) .
1O I .1	 T 'r ( ';)	 .
10 RIA'ZKrR I;I'1'	 ('1)
1 111 IT
10 11Ir(li),
IO A	 - 111T(3:),
In 11 n'11 h 2 D IT ( 11.)
10 N RIT(Ic^),
1t) 11N',I :F:7 i 111 T
!1^, nA'1'A (53a`^) I11''.'	 (1:.)	 ,
0^, ^x DIr(1^^1:
nr. 1'Rni;-l1 KC 132
-102-
')sing Decole
DCL	 01 7F!1:1 RF:C III;A LIt;")"!1,
0`i PA9'1'1,
10 D.11'1_'rYPE	 F IXED B14AHY (11) ,
10 TYPF_S1 FTXFD 131NA9Y (11)
10 TIMI 1 FIXED BINARY (31)
1() 1"ARKER1 FIXED BINARY (?1),
10 C1 FIX`.r) BINARY(31),
10 1131k;N FIXED DIN'ARY (31)
10 F. FIXED 131NlRY(15),
1O !'Al F"'R2 FILED 3IN11Y(31)
10 X I A P K F R F I XED BIN A R Y ( 3 1)
1O TYPE S2 F I XEJ PIMARY (31)
10 TTME2 FIXED 91NA'tY (11)
10 '!ARKFR3 FIXED BINA^Y (31)
1O C2 FIXED DIN A l? Y (11)
10 I1STGK2 F T X F D 3INA::Y(31),
10 F2 FIXED BINARY (1`,)
10 CD FIXED 11T\.IRY (31)
10 C'1 F 1XE!) 3INARY (31)
10 K3 FIXED BINARY (31)
10 K FTXrD BIN:IPY (31)
lO ITP111SFD FIXED Fi1NA4Y ( 11)
10 ?t4 FIXED BINARY (31)
10 V.J F TXF.D 51NAHY (31)
1O Y F IXF r) BTNARY (31)
10 M FIXED T3 IN
	
(3 1)
10 D FIXFD 13TNAPY (31)
10 T FIXF') BINA"Y(11)
11 !)MAPKI.R FIXED BINARY (31)
10 G FIXFD BINARY (31)
10 ,1 FIXF::) BINARY (31)
1 1) B F IXF T) BINARY 131)
lO z r 
I 
X F D SINAPY ( 1`,)
10 A F L')A T,
10 11NUS	 2 ICI XED 9I';APY (31)
10 1•I F IXED !1T ;ARY (31)
10 11'411:ED3 FIXED 111 MARY(11),
05 DA-h(1337) FIXED BINARY ( 1 ;) ,
05 XX F'TXED I; TN1!'Y(31)
/* S TRUCTURF TO RFCFIV E	 +/







01 O(ITPEC	 IINALIG`M),	 /*	 STRUCTURE	 R°TI1Rh'ED	 BY	 +/
15 PAR-1,	 /*	 SURT	 */
10 DAi'A_TYPF	 C';1 AR (14) ,
10 C 1	 CHAR ( 14) ,
1!1 K	 CHAP (111),
10 Y	 C!IAP ( 14) ,
P	 10 M	 CIIAR(14),
1J D	 CHAP (111),
`	 10 I	 CHAP(14),
05 11AT1 ( 133 7) C HAR (`^) ;
'JCL	 'J 1 W 41-A 7R EC d MALIGNED, /* ST:ITICTURF	 TO	 WRITE	 CI1T */
0') PAR-1, /* TO TAPE AFTER SORT */
10 DATA TYPE CHAF(14 ; , /* WITH DATA CONSOLIDATED */
10 C1 C'F1A?(14), /* FR01 2	 RFCOrDS	 I'1T0	 1 */
10 Y C`IAR (14) ,
1;1 M CHAR ( 14 ) , /* ONF OUTPUT	 R`?COR!1	 IS */
10 D CHAP (14), /* NOW TWO TIME PERIODS */
10 I CH4'i (14) , /* (ORE DAY)	 OF	 DATA */
0', DATA (1317) CH 1R ( c)) ,
05 DAT?( 13 147) CHAP (9)
1)FCPRO,;- I1K C332
r+.- . ire iw•.tir^c c ^  . r	 ► _	 ti	
.:_ __	 - -- -	 a -
-104-
Usinq Dec-Ole







OCL (!; OF,13,111;))	 11IT (1) ,
(I I,.1.l,.1,1.J, KK,
LI" TT,
RF.0 \'U":BEZ) FIXED BTN(15) INI'r(1),
3LKS	 F I X " n BIN (31) ,
RFTCODF FIXED 3IN (31,0)
INPUT TAPE, FILF.	 */
/* SORTED OUTPUT FILE */
PRINT FILE	 */
FLAGS	 */
USED FOR COUNTERS	 */





FLOOR)	 311ILTIN;	 PLI F'1 NCB I0;1S */
ON OVERFLOW 3E!TN;
PUr SKIP (J) EDIT (' ***** OVEFFL0W FP,R(',R F.N00UNTERSD ******')
(A) ;
PUT SKIP (2) rDIT ('#****# RETURN 07TPU'r TO BOB CPOVO ***** *')
(A)




E OF = '1)13;
CN F"DI l Lr (SYS 1 IT1 ) EOF = ' 1' B;
RL• ID FIL"(SY.;UT1) I'J'rO (R'7CI 14) ; /* READ 1ST RECCRD (HEADER LABEL) INTO





/* N T IM13FR nr TIME PFRIODS TO TPANSLArF*/
Dn I31.KS=1 TO 100100 IINTIL(FOF) ;/* FOR ACTUAL PRODUC TION WINS */
/* DO 3LK. = 1 TO 2 */	 /* FOR DEBIGGING */
READ LOnt^:
't'?ad re g aining recorls into structure RECIN and do conv^7rsion from
binary to decimal by rua! inq the assignment from the binary structure
(Pc'CI`:) to tho fixed hinary (31) structure (TFMPRFC) by name.
Finally, conv)rt structure to character rFprAsentation for output
to tave in character structure OUTP.EC.
/* PLISRT9 calls ,F^.'REC 116 time.-i '.19fore 3tartin(7 to sort records.
After sort, n'1T R FC is used to barite to tape. Fields to be sorted
are YEAIt, MO NTH, DAY, Tl:!F PEHIOD, 0, C Desc,-!ndinq, and K (grid)
also DescenIinq.
CALL PLTSRTD(
' SORT FIi:L)S = (43,56,CH,A, 1, 1 :4,CN,A, 15, 14,CII,D,29, 14,CII,D)',
' RECOrM ': Y 11E =1', LENGTH = ( 12591) ' ,
200000, R ETCODr,(,ETREC, PU'rR FC, ", 'API)
IF R°TCOD r. ,= O ';'!II• N 90; PUT DATA (R E^CnDF) ;	 /*	 BAD SORT */
CALL I 1 L1RF':C (^FTCnDF)
STO!';
END;
* «««< T HE FOLLOWING STIT IS FOR DEBIT(;(-,TM;', ONLY »»»> */
!"IT SKIP 5^I (' HAVING RETUR.'J •^ D FRO1 PLISRTD WITH R::TCODF. = ',RETCODF,
' RETURN TO TIP OF LOOP A FTZR RFAnI NG MIMMY RFCORD') (A, F (12, 3) , A) ;
«««< REMOVE TH^ PSECHING STMT FOR ACTUAL RUNS»»»>	 */
',AD FILE (SYSII: 1) I4-o (R°CI'^) ; /* R!-:AD 1ST 3F,CO)RD (HEADER LABEL) 1 NTO
STRUCTURE RECIN TO THROW AWAY 	 */
nF DIG- LIX)P */
IT SKIP ( y ) SDIT(' *+**««	 "F ORMAL FFOGRA!: TERIINATION 	 ***•**')
(CCL (10) ,A) ;
IT SKIP (9) T-DIT(' ******	 1 ,I3LK5, ' RECORDS PROCESSED ******')





GETrREC READS 116 RECORDS 2EFORE
CALLING PLIRETC(8) FOP PLT SRTD
!' K Ut- Z ') U It r. I(I',IUV7;-)	 k%.l1A4( I IL -171) ) ;
DCL K,:1T FIXED BIN (1'',) STATIC I "TT (1)
READ:	 IF KI;'1' = 117 THEN DO; KNT = 1;
R 7 NUMBER = 1
CAI L PLIRETC (9) ; /*IAST RECORD TO SOFT*,/
RET17I; (STR IN' (O'ITREC))
Ell)
BA')Q = CONVEPT;
KIT = KIT + 1;
IF BADO THEN GOTO READ;	 /*	 SKIP THIS RECORU	 */
CALL I't.TPFTC(12) ;	 /* IEFD MOSS RECORDS cnR SORT */
RFTl)RV(STRIN , (') ►1'I'PFC))
F"'D; /* OF GF: R EC */
?'ITIFC:
PR')CE l)U?F (STPUCT) ; /*	 STPUCT DEF 04	 OTITPFC	 -1 AY	 BF	 BET'tF.R	 *!	 j
DCL STRTICT	 CHAR (125,11) ;
9CL Q	 FIX ED	 BIN (31) ;	 /*	 I1SED	 AS	 TE'!PORARY	 VARIABLE
DC N -i WCALL	 3IT(1) STATIC	 INIT(' 1'B)
STRI Nk: (Oi1TRFC)	 = STRUCT;
Q = OIITPEC. rACA_TYPF.,
Q _ 48
	
+	 (()= 1)	 . 49	 *	 (0=2)
	
♦ 	 16	 *	 (0 =3 )	 +	 ( 0=4)	 +	 B R *	 (Q=5)
(''OSTr.Z) :O'1T l E::. DA'I' A_TY nc =	 Q;
IF	 NEWCALL THEN TAO;	 NEWCALL	 =	 1019; y
R3C	 `.U"I' ► ER	 =	 PEC	 N11'13ER	 +	 1;
WRIT"RFC
	 = O'1TREC,	 BY	 NA`1R;
r.ND;
FLS E D PI;	 N EWCALL	 =	 ' 1 I B;
WRITFRrC.DAT2	 = OUTPEC.DATA;
- W'.?ITE	 FILF(SY;IIT2)	 FRC9(WRITEREC);
' END;
CALL. PRINT; /*	 P OR	 DE3 ►IGGI`IG	 OIILY--PEST	 REMOVE	 ON RIJN	 */
GAIL. PLIR rTC (u)





/* CONVERT TAPE DATA TO DECIMAL Ni1!!^.FR5 */
PROCE')11FE	 RETUR'IS(3IT(1))	 /* 1 FOR FAILIIRF:, 0rOR SUCCF. SS */
DCL 0 FIXED D111 (31) : 	 /* Q IS IISED AS TEMPORARY VAR */
READ FILF(SY3 1)T1) INTO(aI:CI`J);	 /* READ RECORD INTO
STRUCTIIRZ RECIN •/
(NO STR7) -
TE`!Pi :C.PAR1'1=RF:CIt1.PAPT1, BY NA:11';/* CONVERT F ROM BINARY TO */
/* I)FCI.IAL BY AS.SIGNI,IENT	 */
Ir (-F,IPP EC. TYP E_S 1	 3) T!1°4
	
R T'1R`4 (' 1'G) ;	 /*	 TEST FOR DE TIRED S	 */
Q = TF lPR-C. )ATA_TY?E;
Q = (0 = 49) + 2 * ( Q = 49) + 3 * ()=16) + 4 * (0 = 1) + 5 * (Q=3%3);




TE'!PPEC. XX = PFCI N. XX;
U:; SPr.0 (TF-,PRFC. Z) = RFCTN. Z;	 /* TRAJ/SLATE DATA INTO	 */
UNSPF.C(PE:IPREC.A) = PFCIN.A;	 /*	 THE CORRECT FOR!.	 */
IF (RECIN. BSIGN = ' 1' B) THEN	 /* GIVE EXPONENT E1 CORRECT SIGN */
T!--'!PRFC.°1 = -(TF.'"PRFC.F1) ;
IF (PFCIF:.S.;IGN2
	
-11-9) TtIEN /* GIVE FXPONF'IT F2 CORRECT SIGN */
TFMPRF:C.F2 = -(TE"PREC.F.2);
TE'!PR?C.C1 = FL^011((Tr"PI c C.C1 * (10 ** TEXPREC.E1)) + .5);
KK = 9;
?n JJ = 1 TO 37 BY 2;
	 /* T9ANSLATE ONLY ALTERNATE ARP.AY */
	
,1.7J = (,l ,l - 1 )	 * 14',;
DO II = 1- TO 145 BY 2; 	 /*	 VALIIES INTO DECIMAL VALUES 	 */
KK = KK + 1;
f'NST'!'C (^E"PRFC. DATA (KK)) = 9FCIN. DATA (JJJ + I I)
T!7%PF-C. DATA (K K)
:'1;' ,'9 F.C. A + (T':`! PP FC. DATA (KK) * (2** (TE:1PRF.C. Y- 1 `i)))
vN^;
('!OSTP") .
0 1 1'rFrC = TF113 ?C, DY NA"!E;/*C0NV!'PT TO C!1APACTl:R FOR FDCDIC OUTPUT*/






P111 IN, 	/* OUTPUT CONVERTED VALIIaS •/
PROCEDURE;
OUTPUT T11F. RES'ILT OF THE CC4V7!tSI r)N, GIVI`IG THE
NECnSSARY VARIABLF.I AND THE VALUES ASSOCIATED WIT11 Tlir'!.
MIT PA(;T:;
PUT SKIP FDI T ('PrCOR1) 1:11^ BER	 (COT.( 1) , A)
(F(7));
1) ►IT 5KIP 7DI T ('Q =', 0 11TRrC.DA'"A_TYP ) (A, F (6) )
('C1 =',O'ITRFC.C1)	 ( X ( 2u ) . A, F ( 6 ) )
(X(24) ,A,F(6))
	
PUT SKIP FDI T ('Y =',n l1TR EC. Y)	 (A, F (6) )
	
t =',o,vrRFC.n)	 (X (24) , 1  (6) )
	
D =' ,01ITR7C.1))	 ( X ( 24 ) , A ," ( 6 ) )
I	 011TREC. I)	 (X (d' 4 ) . A, F ( 6 ) )
	
P'IT SKI? (4) 1: 7) IT (' ---------->	 f' A': A FROM RECORD	 <----------')
(CO L(3 9 ) ,A) ;
PIT SKIP(?)
output data entries along with the array suhscrints, for
r a f , irenc?.	 The followinU LTAIT may he from 1 to 13B7.
A m iltiple of 1, is nrQferccd.
LTM I r - 225
nO K  = 1 TO LIIIT 9Y
PUT `;KI1' 1:7IT	 (' (',K:<,'
OUTPF.C.IATA (KK) ,0UTNF,C.DATA(KK+l)
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